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Mathematica. IIChamctel'istic number's jol' nets oj algeorazc 
CU1'ves." By Professor JAN DE VRIES. 

(Communicated in the meeting of November 28, ] 911.). 

1. The curves of orde!' n, cn, which belong to a net N, cut a 
6tl'aight line 1 III the groups of an involution of the second rank, 
111 2. The latter has 3 (n-2) grollps earh with a triple element 1); 1 
is thel'efore stational'Y tangent fol' 3 (n-2) Cllr\'es of .LV. 

Auy point P IS base-point of a pencil belonging to .J.V, hence 
inflection~l point fol' three curves J) of .LV. 

The locns of the inflectional points of .N which send their tangent 
i thl'ough P, is thel'efol'e a cUl've (I)p of order 3 (n-1) with triple 
point P. 

If the net has a base-point in B any straight line thl'ough B is 
stational'y tangent with point of inflection in B. Consequently CI)p 
passes thl'ough all the base-points of the net. "-

We shall suppose that .LV has only single base-points. 
On PB N determines an 1,~_1; the Jatter has 3 (n-3) triple 

elements; fl'om which It ensues that B is an infJectional point of 
(iJp havmg' PB as tangent i, 

Through P pass 3 (n-1) (2n-3) straight lines, each of which 
touch a singulal' curve in its node a); all these nodes iJ lie apparently 
on (l)p. 

a, Every cn, which osclllates l in a point /, cnts it mOl'eovel' in 
(n-3) points S. We consider the locns of the points S, which belong 
in this way to (I) p. Since P, as base-pOInt of a pencil, lies on 
3 (n-3) (n+1) tangents of inflexioll 4), the curve (S) has in P a 
3 (n-3) (n+1)-fold point. Apa!'t fl'om P each ray of the pencil (P) 
contains 3 (n-2) (n-3) points S; hence (S) is a ('urve of order 
3 (n-3) (2n-1). 

Let us now consider the correspondence between the rays .'1 and 
s', which conneet a point jl with two points S and Z belonging to 

1) lf the In2 is transported to a rational curve C'I and determined by the field 
of rays, the~ groups ]je on the stationary tangents. 

2) For the chal'acteristic numbers of a pencil my pap el' "Faisceaux de courbes 
planes" may be l'efel'red to (Archives Teyler, sér. lI, t. XI, 99-113). For the 
~ake of brévity it will be quoted by T. 

S) Cf. for ÏDstance my paper "On nets of algebraic plane curves". (Proceedings 
volume VII, p. 631). 

4.) T. p. 100. 
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the same en. Any ray s contains 3'(12-3) (212-1) points S, 'determines 
therefore as many rays s'; any ray s' contains 3 (n-1) points I, -
c!etermines therefol'e 3 (n-1) (n-3) points S and consequently as 
many rays s. The numbeL' of rays of coincidence s' s amount~ 
therefol'e to 3 (n-3) (2n-1) + 3 (n-3) (n-1) = 3 (n-3) (3n-2). The 
ray M~P contains 3 (n-2) points I, which are eách associated to (n-3) 
points 8; consequently J.11P represents 3 (n-2) (11-3) coincidences. 
The rell1ainmg 611 (n - 3) coincidences arise from coincidences I - 8, 
consequently f!"Om points of unclulation U. Through I' pass con se
qllently 6n(n-3) Jour-point tan,qents t4 ; the tangents t4 envelop there
f01'e a curve of class 6n (n-3). 

3. We fnrlher consieler the correspondence between the ra) s 
SI' 82 , which conneet .111 with two points 8 belonging to the same 
point 1. This symmetrical eorrespondence has apparently as charac
teristic number 3 (n-3) (2n-JHn-4). The ray MP contains 3 (n-2) 
points of inflection, hence 3 (12--2) (n-3) (n-4) pairs S1> 8~; as many 
eoincidences s: - S2 coineiele with MP. The remaining coincidences 
pass through points of contact of tangents t2,'3 (straight lines, which 
touch a en in a point Tl and osculate it in a point Z). Tlte tangents 
t2,3 envelop theJ'efol'e_a curve of elass 9 n(n-3) (n-4). 

4. Let a be an arbitrary stl'aight line; each of its points is, as 
base-point of a pellcil, point of inflection for three en. The curves 
en coup led by this to a form a system [en] with index 6 (n-J); 
for the inflectional points of -the curves en, which pass through a 
point P, lie on a curve of order 6 (n -1) 1), anel the latter cuts a 
in 6 (n -1), points 1. ~he ,stational'y tangents i, whieh have their 
point of contact I on a, form a system [iJ with index 3 (n -1), 
for thl'ough a point I' pass the straight lines i, which' connect I' 
with the intersections of a anel (I)p. I 

The systems [en] anel [i] are projective; on a straight line I they 
determine between ~wo series of points a correspondence which has 
as characteristic numbers 6 (n -:1) and 3 (n -1) n. The coincidences 
of this eorrespondence lie in the points, in which 1 i's cut by the 
loci of the points I anel S, whiell every i determiIies on the associateel 
en. As any point of a is point of inflection fol' three en, a belongs 

_ nine times to the locus in question. Hence the points S' lie on a 
curve (8)a of order 3 (n 2+n-5). 

For n = 3 the nUl~ber 21 is founq; this is in keeping _ with the 

1) T. p. 104. . - , 
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well-known theorem, accol'ding to which a net of cu bics contains 
21 tigures, composed of a conic and a straight line. 

5. To the intersections of a _with the curve (S)" belong the 3(n-2) 
groups of (n - 3) points S, arising fl'om tbe curves en, which 
oRculate a. In eaeh of the remaining 3(n2+n-5) - 3(n-2)(n-3) 
intersections a point 1 coincides with a point S of one of the three 
en, which have I as point of inflection. The corresponding tangent 
i then has in common with eft four points coinciding in I, so that 
I is point of undulation. TAe points of undttlation of the net Zie 
there/ore on a curve (D) of order 3 (612 -11). 

For n = 3 we tind the 21 straight lines belonging to the degenerate 
cu bics of the net. . 

As a base-point B of a net is point of intlection of CXJl curves 
en, thet'e will have to be a tinite number of curves, for wbich B 
is point of undulation. In ol'd~r to find this number we considel' 
the locus of the points T whieh any ray t pas'sing through B has 
still in common with the cu, which osculates it in B. As Bis POillt 
of inflection on tbree en of the peneil whieh bas an arbitl'ary point 
P as base-point, tbe cm'vel:> of N falling under consideration here 
form a sJstem [en] with index thl'ee, which is projeetive with the 
pencil of rays (t). 

The two systems produce a ('lllTe of order (n + 3), wbich is cut 
by a ray t in (n - 3) points T. Consequently it has in Ba sextuple 
point, and there are six eur,ves en, on vv hich B'js point of undulatioIl. 

If the net has base-points they are sixfolcl points on the curve (D). 
For n = 3 the curve degeÎlel'ates into a sixray, which consists of 

pal:ts of compound curves. 

G. To each en, which possesses a point of' undulation U we sha11 
associate irs fOUl'point tangent u; the latter cuts it ;noreover in 
(n-4) pOInts V. The locus of the points forms with the curve (U) 
counted four times the prodnct of the projective sJstems [eli] and 
[u]. In the pencH which a point P sets apart ft'om .N OCCUl' 
6(n-3)(3n-2) curves, which possess a point U1); this numbel' i~ 
therefore the index of [eli]. The system [uJ h,as, as appears fl'om 
~ 2, the index 6n(n-3). In a similar way a~ above (~ 4) we find 
now fo!' the Ol'der of ( V) 6(n-3)(3n-2)+6n 2(n-3)-12(6n-ll) = 
=6(n~4)(n2+4n-7), 

'We now associate on each stl'aigllt line ~t the point U to each 

1) T. p. 105. 

62 
Proceeuings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII. 
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of the (n-4) points V. Ry th is the l'ays of a pencil (M) are al'mnged _ 
into a correspondence with chal'acteristic numbel's 3(6n-11)(n-4) 
and 6(n-4)(n2+4n-7). Obsel'ving that the 6n(n-3) fom'point 
tangents, which meet in Jlf, repr~sent (n- 4) coincidences each, we 
find for the coincidences U - V the numbel' ~ 
(12-4) [3(6n-11) + 6(n 2+4n -7)-ön(n-3)J = 15(12-4)(4n-5). This 
is rherefore the numbel' of curves C'l with (l fivepoint ta7~,qent ts• 

Let us now ~onsider the correspondence between two points 
VI' V~, which lie on the same tangent u. Using the corl'eRpondence 
arising between the rays .L1IV j , lVJV2 we find in a simi1ar way for 
the number of coincidences VI = V2 12(n2+412-7)(n-4)(n-5)-6n(n-3t 
(n-4)(n-5) = 6(n-4)(n--5)(n2+11n-'l4). With this the numbe1' of 
curves of N has been fv~~ncl, which are in possession of a tangent 
t4,2, consequently of a point of undulation, the tangent of which 
touches the curve moreover. 

7. The involution of the second rank, which N dl'3termines on a 
straight line Z, bas .2(n-2)(n-3) groups, each of which possesses 
two double elements; 1 is theretore bitangent for as many curves 
of the net. If l rotates round a point P, the points of contact 
B,B' will describe a curve, whirh passes (n -3)(n+4) times throngh 
P; fol' P as base-point of a net lies on (n-3 )(12+4) curves, which 
are each touched in P by one of their bitangents. From this follows 
that the locns of the pairs R,B', which we shall indicate by (B)p 
is a Cllr\'e of order (n-3)(5n-4). 

If we consider the correspondence (R,R') on the rays of the 
pencil (P;, and, in conneption with this, the cOl'l'espondence between 
the rays fl1R, .11 R', we arrÎve at the number of coincidences R = R' 
and we find once more that the fOUl'point tangents envelop a curve 
of elass 6n(n-3). 

Let us now determine the order of the locus of the g1'OUpS of 
(n-4) points S, which l has in common with the 2(n-2)(n- 3) 
curves en, for which l is bitangent. The pencil determined by P 
contains 2(n-3)(n-4)(n+1) curve5 which are cut 1) in P by one 
of their bitangents. This l1l1lnber indicates at the same time the 
munber of branches of the curve (8)p passing through P; for its 
order we fiod therefol'e 2(n-3)(n-4)(n+:1)+2(n-2)(n-3)(n-4), or 
2 (n-3)ln-4)(2n-l ). 

If we associate each point Tl to each of the points S belonging 
to the same en, a cOl'l'espondence is determined in the pencil of rays 

1) T, p, 102. 
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with vertex j11, whieh eOl'l'espondence has (n-3) (.512---4) (n-4) and 
4 (12-3) (12-4) (2n-l) as chara.cteristic numbel's. 

Since the ray AlP contains 4 (n-2) (n- 3) points R, whirh are 
eách associated to (12-4) points S, so th at AfP i5 to be considel'ed 
ns 4 (n-2) (n-3) (n-4)-fold coincidence, we find fol' tlle munber of 
coincidences 9n (n-H) (n-4). BJ' this we again find the rlass of 
the clll've-enveloped by the tangents t2,3 (cf. ~ 3). 

_\.. new result is arl'iyed at from the correspondence between two 
points 811 82 belonging to tht' same pair R, R'. The symmetl'kal 
cOl'l'espondence bet ween the l'ays Al SII 11182 has as chal'acteristic 
nllml:)er 2 (2n-1) (12-3) (n-4) (n-5). Any of the grollps of (n-4) 
points 8 lying on j1IP pl'oduces (n--4)(n-5) pairs 811 8~, sa that 
11fP repl'esents 2 (n-2) (n-3) (12-4) (n-5) coincidenres. The remaining 
[4 (212-1) - 2 (n-2)J (n-3) (n-4) (n-5) eoincidences are, taken 
thl'ee by thl'ee, points of contact of tóple tangents t2.2,2. 'Phl'ough 
Im al'Uitral'y point P pass consequentty 2n (n--3) (n-4) (n-5) triple 
tangents. 

8. Let> a again be an al'uitl'ary stmight line; eaeh of its points 
is, as base-point of a pencil belonging [0 lY, point of contact R of' 
(12+4) (n- 3) bitangents cl l

). We cletel'mine the order of the locus 
of the second point of contact R'. The lattel' has in common with 
a tlle pairs of points R, R', in wliich a is touched by c", and also 
the points of' undulation (R' - R), lying on a, conseqllently 
4 (12-2) (n-3) + 3 (6n-U) Ol' (4n 2-2n-9) in all. This numbel' is 
appal'ently tile order of the curve (R')~ in question. 

In order to determ~ne the locus of the points vv, which eacl! 
bitangent d of the system in questlOIl has moreovel' in common 
wilh the c", twice tOllched by it, we associate to each of th ase 
curves ell

, the bitangent d, for which the point of contact U lies on a. 
To the pe rl('.il , which a point P sets apart from N, a curve of 

order (n-3) (2n~+5n-6) is associated, which conlains the points 
of contact of the bitangents to the curves of th at penci1 2

). By this 
the number of straight line& cl becomes known, of which a point 
of' contact lies on a; the system [cnJ has therefore as index (n-3) 
(2n~ + 5n ;-6). 'l'he index of the system [dJ is (n-3) (512-4); for this 
is (~ 7) the number of intel'seelions of rr with the eune (R)p. The 
systems [enJ and [dJ rendel'ed pl'ojeclive, pl'oduce a. locus of order 
(n-3) (2n/ + 512- 6) + n (n-3) (!ln--4). To it belongs the straight 

1) T. p. 102. 

i)'-Bitangential curve; cf. T. p. 107. 
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line a 2 (n+4) (n--3)-times, becaus~ each of' Hs points is point of 
(,olltact of' (n+4) (12-3) bitangents. The CUl've (R')" belongs moreover 
fmce to it. For fhe order of the curve (TY)a we find consequently 

(n-3)(7n~+n--6)-2(n- 3)(n+4)-2(4n2-2n-9)=(n -4)(7n2-2n-15).-

We now consider the cOl'l'e'3pondence between the rays r l = ~fBI 
and w = JlfW. A ray 1" contains (4n 2-2n-9) pomts BI, consequently 
determines (412 2-2n-9) (n-4) rays w; to a ray w (n-4)(7n 2-2n-15) 
ra,ys 1,1 are associated. Each of the (12-3) (5n-4) lines cl, which 
ronned Jl ·wlth the mtersectlOns of a and (B),u, 1b apparently an 
(n--4)-fold coincidence. The llumbel' of comcideJlces B'= TYamounts 
thel'efore to (12-4) [(4n2-2n-9) + (7n 2-2n--1:'» - (11,-3) (5n-4)J= -
(n-4) (6n2 +15n-36). This nwnber is the orde)' oj the loc~~s (R)2,3 -
of the points of contact B of t!ze tangents t2,3. 

9. In order to tind a150 the order of the locus (lk3 of fhe 
i1~flectionall)oints 1 of the tangents t2,3, we retnrn to the system [cnl 
considered in § 4, of which all the curves have ttn- inflectional point 
I on a given !ine a. Tlle points S, which the corresponding staholJftl'y 
tangent has m01'60Ver in common \'vith c", lie on a curve (S)a of 
order 3 (n 2+n-5). We considel' now the correspondence between 
two points S1' S, of the same curve. It determines in a pencil of 
mys (11f) a symmetrical correspondence with characteristic l1umber 
3 (n 2+12-5) (n-4). The rays c::ll1necfillg Jlf with the intel'sections 
of a and (I)u, .we (n-3) (n-4)-fold coincideuces; as their number 
amounts to 3 (n-1) (§ 1), we find fol' the llumber of c~il1cidences 
Sl = SJ [2 (n 2 + n-5) - (n-1) (12--3)J Ol' 3 (n-4) (n 2 + 611,-13). 
This, ho wever, is also the n umber of tttllgents t2,3, the point of 
inflectlOn of which lies on ((, conseql1entiy t!te order of t!te locus 
I 2,3 of t!te points of inflection of t!te tangents t2,3. 

By means of the cnrves (llh,a find (1)2,3, belonging to the system 
[t2,3J, we cau aguin detel'ffime the number of fivepoint-tangents t5 • 

FOI' this purpose we associate (he lil1es J11 Rand J.1fI, on account 
of which a cOl'respondence with chararteristic numbel's 3 (n-4) 
(2n 2+5n-12) and 3 (n-4) (n 2+6n-13) arises. The !:Jn (n-3) (n- 4) 
tangellts t2,3 convel'ging lil J.11 al'e cOlllcidences. On the remaining 
ones R coil1cides with I. 80 we find for the nUl11bel' of the tó 
3 (n-4) (312 2+1112-25) - 911, (n-3) (n-4) or 15 (n-4) (4n...!...-5). 

10. We return to the &ystem [cnJ of the curves, w hich (§ 8) are 
each touched by one of their bitangenls d in a point R of u straight 
line a. 

If on a line d two of' the points W cO,~ncide cl. 9-~çon;w~, ~ ~l:ip.le 
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t1:wgent. The correspondence uetween two points Wp W2 of a same 
Cl! determines in the pencil of rays .lI!l a symmetrical cOfl'espondence 
with charactel'istic number (7n 2 

- 2n -15) (n - 4) (n - 5). As each 
bitangent through .1Jl having one of its points of contact on a, 
represents (n-4,)(n-5) coincidences, the llumber of coincidences 
W1 = 1172 amou~ts 10 2 (n-4) (12-5) (7n~-2n-15)-(n-J) (n-5) 
(n-3) (5n-4) =(n-4) (n--5) (9n 2 .+ 15n-42). As they lie two by 
two on tangënts t2,2 2, tlte locus of the poi;"ts of contact of tlte triple 
tangents is Cf curve R2,2,2 of ordm' t (n-4) (12-5) (3n~ + 5n-14). 

We consider now the system [en] of the curves possessing a 
tangent t2,2,2, and determine the order of the locus of the point8 Q, 
which each cn bas mOl'eover in common with its t2,2,2. The system 
[cn] has as index ~n - 3) (n - 4) (n - 5) (n 2 + 311, - 2); fOl' this. is 
the numbel' of c" of the pencil determined by a point P possessing 
a t2,2,2 1). The index of the system [t2,2,2] is (§ 7) 2n (n - 3) (11, - 4) 
(11,--5). 1'0 the figure produced by [cnJ and [t2,2,d tbe curve (R)2,2,2 
belongs twice. For the order of (Q) we find consequently (n - 3) 

(n - 4) (n - 5) (11,2 + 312 - 2) + 2n2 (n - 3) (n - 4) (n - 5) -
3 (n - 4) (n - 5) (3n 2 + 5n- 14) or (n - 4) (12 - 5) (n - 6) (3n2 + 
+ 3n-8). 

11. On each t2,2,2 we ussociate each of the points of contact R 
to each of the intersections Q, and consider the cOl'responden.ce 
(J.vIR, jJIQ). lts chal'acteristic numbers are t (3n2 + 571 -14) (n-4) 
(n - 5) (n - 6) and 3 (n-4) (n- 5) (n- 6)(3n2 +3n-8). Each oftbe 
2n (n-3) (n-4)(n- 5) tangents t2,2,'~ convel'ging 111 jJI, repl'esents 
appare1ltly 3 (n - 6) coincidences. Taking this into conslderation we 
find for the number of coincidences R = (J, consequently for the 
number of tangents t2,2,~, t (n - 4) (n - 5) (n - 6) (5n 2 + 23n - 30). 

The cOl'l'espondence bet ween two points Q belongillg to the same 
en determines in the pencil of rays t~ll) a f'>ymmetrical cOl'l'espondence 
with chal'acte~'istic nnmber (3n 2+311-8) (11-4) (n-5) (11-6) (12-7). 
To th is each of the 2n(n-3) (n-4) (n--5) tangents converging in lJ[ 

belongs (12 -6) (n-7)-times. Pa,ying attention to th is we filld fol' the 
numbel' of coincidences Ql = Q2 4: (n-4) (n-5) (n-6) (n-7) (n-1) 
(n+-1). Thel'e are consequently (n-4) (/t-5) (12-6) (n-7) (12--1) :n+4) 
quad1'uple tangents. 

12. We shall now consider tbe system ofthe cnrves C'i posbessing 
a tangent t2,3, which touches it jn a point R, and oscula,tes it in a 
point 1. In ordet to fipd the locus of the p~ints S, which CII has 

1) T. p. 108, 
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moreover in common with t2,3, we determine the order of the figure 
prodnced by the proJective systems [C'IJ and [t2,3]. The former has 
as index 3 (n--3~ (n-4) (n 2+6n-4) i.e. the numbel' of cn witll a t2,a 
appearing in a pencHl) of N. The mdex of [t2,3J is (~ 3) 911, (11,-3) 
(n-4). The fignre produred contams the curve (R) tWlce, the Clll"ve 
(I) three times. For the order of S we- find therefol'e 

3(n-3)(n-4)(n2+612-4)+ 912 2 (n~3)(n-4)-6(n-4)(2n2+5n -12)-

-9(12-4)(n2+6n-13)=3(n-4)(n-5)(4n2+7n-15). 
Sy mea,ns of th is l'esult we can delermine the number of tWlCe 

osclllating Jines t3,3. For this purpose we conbider the correspondence 
(J.1fR,1.118). lts chal'actel'istic numbers are 

3 (212 2 +511,-12) (n-4) (n-5) and 3 (4n 2+7n-15) ,n-4) (n-5). 
Each of the 9n (n-3) (u-4) t2,!! belollging to the pencil (M) is 

(n-5)-fold coincidence, hence the numbel' of coÏllcidences R- S is 
(n-4)(n-5) [(6n2+15n- 3ö)+(12n2+21n-45)-9n (n-3)J = (n-4) 
(1'1-5) (9n 2+63n-81). But then the nwnber of twice oscltlating 
tangents ta,!! amonnts to i(n-4) (n-5) (n~7n-9). 

By means of the correRpondence between the points 1 and S of 
the tangents t2,3 we can find back tbe number of tangents t2,4 found 
already in ~ 6. Analogollsly we obtain by means of the correspond
ence between two ppints 8 of the same t2,3 again 1he number of 
tangents t2,2,3 found in ~ 11. 

13. If the net has a base-point B, the CUl'vef: cll ,- having an 
intlection in B are cut by their stalional'y tangents t in groups of 
(n-3) points T, lying on a curve (1')11+3 with sextuple point B 
(~ 5). This curve is of class (n+3)(n+2) -30; through B pass 
(n 2+511-36) of its tangents. In the point of rontact R of snch a 
tangent the' Jatter is touched by a clI

, w hich it osculates in B; 
consequently B is a (n-4)(n+9)-jolcl point on t!te curve (1)2,3. 

The eUl'ves cn, which touch In B ,at a ray d, form a pencil, con
f,equently determine on d an involution of order (n-2). As it possesses 
2(n-3) coincidences there are 2(n-3) c', whieb have cl as bitangent, 
of which B is one of the points of contact. The second point of 
contact, R, coincides with B if cl becomes fourpoint tangent, con
sequently B point of nnduln.tion. Tl1is oecurs six times; hence the 
locus (Jt)B of the -points 11, is a cnrve of order 2n, with sextuple 
pomt B. 

Eveq straight line cl euts the CII , which it touches in Band in 
R, moreo\ el' in (n-4) points S. In order to determine the locus 

1) T. p. 106. 
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·($)n of these points, we associate each ray cl to the 2(n-3) curves 
,cn, to which it helongs, and consider the figure prod llced by the 
pl'ojective systenH, [C'IJ and ((0 thus determined. 

Thl'Ollgh a point P passes a pencII of cn ; the base-point B is point 
of coutact of (n-3)(n+4) bitangents; th is number is the index of 
[cu]. The ordel' of the flgul'e prodnred now amollnts to (n- 3)(n+4) + 
+ 2n(n-3) = (n-3)(3n+4). To this the Clll've (R)n appal'ently belongs 
hvice; fo1' thc ordel' of (8)8 we find therefore (n-3)\3n+4)-4n or 
3(n+1)(n-4). 

As every d, outside B, contains 2 (n-3)(n-4) points S, (8)8 wiJl 
have in B a multiple point of ordcr 3(n+1)(n- 4)-2(n-3)(n-4) 
or (n+9)(n-4). 

14. Let us nolV consider the c01'respondence (fiiR, MS), if R 
and S lie on the same ray cl th1'ough B. To each ray jJ/ R belong 
2n(n-4) rays J.li8, each l'ay MS detel'mines 3(n+1)(n-4) rays MR. 
The ray filB contains 2(n-3) points R, consequently l'epresents 
2(n-3)(n--4) coincidences. The remaining ones, to the nnmber of 
(n-4)\2n+3n+3-211+6), pass through points R - S. So there are 
3(n-4)(n+3) rays d, which each touch a cn in Band osculate it 
in a point I; the curve (Rka !tas crJnsequently a 3(n-4)(n+3)-fold 
point in B, 

Now we pay attention to the symmetrical corl'espondenre of the 
rays, which connect M with two points S belonging to the same cn• 

The rharacteristLc nllmher is here 3(n+1)(n-4)(n-5), while .MB 
represents 2(n-3)(n-4rn-5) coincidences. The remaining (n-4)(n -5) 
[6(n+1)-2(n--3)J lie in pairs on a triple tangent, which bas one 
of its points of contact in B. From this we conclude that the CU1've 
(R)2,2,2 po.§sesses in B a 2(n+3) (n~4) (n-5)-fold point. 

15. Let D be node of an ct!, t one of the tangents in D, S one 
of the intersections of t with Cll • In order to find the locus of S, 
we associate to each nodal CU lts two tangents tand detel'mine the 
order of the figlll'e produced by it. The tangents t ,envelop the CUl've 
of ZEUTHl~N; they form conseqllel!tly a system with index 3(12-1)2; 
fol' a pencil contains 3(n-1)~ nodal curves. By means of the COl're
spondellce of the series of points, which the two systems determine 
on a line, we now find again the order of the figul'e produced. 
Oonsidering that the loeus of ]) belongs six times to it, we obtain 
as order of the curve (S) 3n(n-"1)(2n-3) + 6(n-1)2-18(n-1) = 
= 3(n--1)(2n2-n -8), For n = 3 we find 42 fol' it; the 21 straight 
lines of the degenerate curves must indeed be counted twice. 
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We now consicler the corresponàence (MD, .1118). lts eharácterÎstle 
numbers are 3 (n-1). 2 (n-3) and 3 (n-':1)(2n 2-n-8), while each 
of the tangents t converging in ~1, apparently prod uees ln-3). coinci
den ces. The l'emaining ones arise fl'om coincidences D = S, con se- -
ql1ently fl'om nodal .curves, for which D has_lW infleetion on one 
of Us branches. It no,,, enSlles frorn 6(n-:1)(1i-3)+3(n-1)(2n2-n-8) 
-3 (n-1)(n--3) (2n-3) = 3(n-1)(10h-23), that t!te net contains 
3(n-1)(10n-23) curves with a jlec170dal point. , 

E R R A T'U M. 
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